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STAFF BRIEF
This document is the staff’s comparison of the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation, Design Guidelines for Denver
Landmark Structures and Districts, the Landmark Preservation Ordinance (Chapter 30, Revised Municipal Code) and other
applicable adopted area guidelines as applied to the proposed application. It is intended to provide guidance during the
commission’s deliberation of the proposed application. Guidelines are available at www.denvergov.org/preservation

Project:
Address:
Historic Dist/DLM:
Year structure built:
Applicant:

#2021-COA-045
LPC Meeting: February 16, 2021
18300 West Alameda Parkway
Staff:
Brittany Bryant
Red Rocks Amphitheatre
C. 1946-1954
Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc. | Denver Arts & Venues

Project Scope Under Review:
Phase I: Mass, Form, & Context for the South Pedestrian Bridge Replacement Plan
Staff Summary:
The applicant, Jacobs Engineering Group, Inc., and property owner, the City & County of Denver – Denver Arts &
Venues, is requesting to replace the South Pedestrian Bridge, a structural architectural feature of the Red Rocks
Amphitheatre and Park. The existing bridge needs to be demolished due to its deteriorated state and concerns
over life safety issues.
The applicant is proposing to replace the existing structure with a new structure that respects the character
defining features of the existing bridge structure and to provide maximum life safety. The new structure will
consist of two bridge structures, a lower and upper section that extends around the eastern side of Ship Rock,
cutting through Ship Rock to the southeast entrance of the Amphitheatre. The natural Red Rock will remain
largely undistributed. The new structure will maintain:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A curvilinear trail and alignment;
Use of pier to support the upper and lower structure;
Natural stone for the retaining wall façade;
Smooth concrete finishes;
A similar vertical grade; and
A proportional relationship between elements.

Modifications to the design to include:
1. A wider deck increased from 13’-5 ½” to 14’. However, the walkway width will remain 12’ to align with the
existing trails;
2. Restoration of the original handrail design from the original drawings/photographs of the South Pedestrian
Bridge. The existing handrail is a 2000 replacement that did not match the original design intent;
3. Slight adjustment to the upper bridge form and placement to create a safer bridge. Adjustment evident on
sheet number 001;
4. Slight relocation of the lower and upper bridges supporting pier to create a safer bridge. Adjustment
evident on sheet number 001;
5. Adjustment of the pier proportions to create a safer bridge. Original lower bridge pier documented on
sheet number 1 and original upper bridge pier documented on sheet number 2 and 3. Replacement lower

bridge pier documented on sheet 004 replacement upper bridge pier documented on sheet number 007
and 008.
6. A change in pier materials, to be reviewed later.
The applicant has conducted an extensive outreach with meeting held on October 15, 2020, November 19, 2020,
and December 3, 2020 to discuss the replacement plan. Meetings were held with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colorado Preservation Inc.
Friends of Red Rocks;
History Colorado
Historic Denver
The National Park Service; and
Denver Department of Transportation and Infrastructure.

The applicant has also worked with Landmark staff to evolve the design. Staff have evaluated the design with
Chapter 2: Preserving Historic Buildings, Chapter 3: Additions to Historic Buildings, Chapter 4: New or Noncontributing Structures, and Chapter 5: Site and Landscape Design.
The Phase II: Design Details will be reviewed following Phase I: Mass, Form, and Context approval.

Excerpted from Design Guidelines for Denver Landmark Structures and Districts, January 2016
Intent Statement & Guideline

Meets
Intent &
Guideline?

Comments

2f. To respect the historic design
character and style of a historic
building.

Yes

The new bridge will incorporate key character
defining features of the existing bridge
structure, including the curvilinear design,
piers, materials, vertical grade, and a
proportional relationship between elements.

2.12 Replace architectural features that
cannot be repaired.
a. Replace only those portions that are
beyond repair.
b. Use a design that is substantiated by
physical or pictorial evidence to avoid
creating a misrepresentation of the
structure’s history. The replacement must
match the original in material,
composition, design, color, texture and
other
visual qualities.
c. Use the same kind of material as the
original detail when feasible.
d. An alternative material may be
acceptable if the size, shape, texture and
finish conveys the visual appearance of
the original.

Yes

The existing South Pedestrian Bridge is an
architectural feature of Red Rocks
Amphitheatre and Park. The existing structure
is deteriorated and structurally redundant.
The new structure will be based of the existing
design and will incorporate similar materials,
composition, design, color, and texture.
Some adjustments will be made to the
existing design to create a safer structure that
meets current code and can be properly
maintained.
Materials will be further examined in the
Phase II: Design Detail submittal if the
massing of the proposed replacement bridge
is approved.

3c To avoid adversely affecting the
character-defining features of a
historic district when building an
addition.

Yes

The proposed replacement bridge will have a
similar design aesthetic to the existing bridge.
Major changes will not be made, such as
adjusting the grade to meet ADA
requirements and the new bridge will be
placed in a similar location to the existing and
will not detract from the natural beauty of Red
Rocks.

3.2 Design an addition to a historic
structure to respect the characterdefining features of the historic
district, the surrounding historic
context, and the original primary
structure.
a. Design an addition to be compatible
with the scale, massing and rhythm of the
historic structure and context.

Yes

Proposed replacement bridge will be
compatible with the scale, massing and
rhythm of the existing historic bridge structure.

3.3 Design an addition to be
recognized as current construction.

Minor adjustments to the design will be made
to create a safer structure. However, the
proposed modifications will be compatible in
terms of design intent of the original structure,
with a curvilinear form, piers supporting the
structure, and similar material finishes.
Yes

d. Do not design an addition to be an
exact copy of the existing style or imply an
earlier period or more ornate style than
that of the original structure.
e. Do not design an addition to contrast
starkly with the original structure. At a
minimum, an acceptable design should be
neutral and not detract from the district’s
or structure’s historic character.

4a. To respect the character-defining
features of the historic district when
designing a new building.

4b. To promote new construction that
is compatible and harmonious with the
historic context.

The replacement bridge will not be an exact
copy of the existing structure. The applicant
has agreed to extensively document the
existing structure. The original bridge
drawings are available at the Denver Public
Library, although the as built conditions do not
quite match the original drawings.
The new design will not imply an earlier period
or a more ornate style than the original
structure.

Yes

The new bridge will incorporate key character
defining features of the existing bridge
structure, including the curvilinear design,
piers, materials, vertical grade, and a
proportional relationship between elements.

Yes

The new bridge will be harmonious with Red
Rocks and the existing bridge design,
incorporating a number of character-defining
features of the original bridge design.

5b. To ensure that new site feature
maintain and enhance historic
character.

5.1 Retain and restore historic site and
landscape features.
c. If beyond repair, replace deteriorated
historic site features with matching
features, including design and materials.

Yes

The new bridge will allow for more than 30
people to use the bridge at one time and allow
for the continued use of the southeast
entrance into the Amphitheatre, enhancing the
intended use of the park.

Yes

The existing structure is beyond repair. It
cannot be repaired without significantly
altering the key historic components. The new
bridge will match the existing features and
incorporate key character-defining elements
of the original structure.

Recommendation:

Approval

Basis:

The existing South Pedestrian Bridges are showing signs of deterioration and requires total
replacement for life safety. The replacement structure will incorporate key character-defining
features of the existing structure and will be compatible with the surrounding historic context.

Suggested Motion: I move to APPROVE application #2021-COA-045 for the Phase I: Mass, Form, and Context
for the replacement plan for the South Pedestrian Bridge at 18300 West Alameda Parkway, as per intent
statements 2f, 3c, 4a, 4b, 5b design guidelines 2.12, 3.2, 3.3, 5.1 character-defining features for Red Rocks
Amphitheatre and Park, presented testimony, submitted documentation and information provided in the staff
report.

Red Rock Historic Amphitheatre outlined in yellow (Red Rocks Trading Post also shown), South Pedestrian
Bridge outlined in red
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